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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Viking Metal

From the composer of "Guns, Drums and Steel" for Europa Universalis IV, Paradox brings a new sound to the world of
Crusader Kings II. Test your dynasty's mettle while listening to metal -- our interpretation of Viking Metal! Five new tracks are
added to your game's soundtrack with this music pack, composed and designed from scratch specifically for Crusader Kings II,

blending the intensity of Metal with themes and sounds from Nordic folk music.

The music pack includes following songs:

1. Viking Gods
2. Locust Storm

3. Campfire
4. The Sun And Earth

5. Our Kingdom Will Fall (instrumental)
6. Our Kingdom Will Fall
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Take a look at Biglands here http:\/\/youtu.be\/MuFEMWrCR0E. Shove stuff in your holes, my guy. That's all I can say.. Looks
some archaic but nice game! I can't reccomend this game because of VERY GLITCHY AND STUPID tank control! Really
frustrating and terrible!. An interesting and well-crafted game which has an art style vaguely reminiscent of the original Half-
Life. Unfortunetely, it's full of odd bugs, like where you fall through the floor or your gun unloads itself.. Unique and
interesting game with painful insta-die mechanics. Will be hard-ish, but not impossible.. THIS GAMES BEEN
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING ABANDONED FOR 2 YEARS. This is a very good game, if you take the time to give it a
chance and like games such as werewolf, mafia or Trouble in Terrorist Town, you will probably enjoy this!

Do not be confused by the negative reviews that say that there are no people playing this game... I only started a month ago and
had the pleasure of meeting some of the nicest people in this game, as well as play about 1-2 hours on average every single
evening.

There is a small but dedicated community of players (using discord mainly) that will regularily play during the evenings (both
US and EU).
The Devs are highly active on their discord, respond to questions and there is a regular update rythm of 2 weeks.

Highly recommended, one of my favorite games already.
Very curious where it will be taken in the future & for its release.. MOAI: Build your dream is a strategy\/puzzle game that
takes you through about 60 levels having you manage various resources to accomplish various goals. I became interested in this
game because I've played a couple of other Alawar\/Buka titles (The Promised Land and The Happy Hereafter), this game had a
very similar look and what I thought was going to be somewhat similar gameplay. However after the first level\/stage it becomes
clear that although the art is similar, the actual gameplay is quite different. So if you like The Promised Land or The Happy
Hereafter and you want more the same, this may not be what you are looking for, however there is some similarity so it still
might be worth checking out.

This game is level driven. You move from area to area with each area having a dozen or so levels and each of those areas have a
theme attached to them. Some of theses themes, are drought, fog or freezing and those have to be managed in order to clear the
stage. Levels start off with you having a certain number of resources and those resources are used to create buildings, clear
debris or trade with NPCs. After building\/clearing\/trading you collect more resources to achieve the various goals that you are
tasked with completing.

I was impressed with the depth and amount of story in the game. I didn't follow the story to closely so I don't remember how
good the story was, but after each level\/stage\/area there was a good deal of dialogue and story progression. I was impressed, in
a smaller puzzle type game there usually isn't near this much dialogue or story elements throughout.

Graphics are not the greatest but they are passable and are clear enough that it's pretty easy to discern what is going on in the
levels. There is some nice art during some of the dialogue\/conversations.

The game isn't overly long, but you can go back to challenge yourself to get 3 stars in each level which will make the experience
longer. But the 14 hours I put in is about the time it will take to move through all the puzzles at least once, though if you pay a
little more attention to the story it will add an hour or so.

The game is not overly challenging for a puzzle game. I only went through each level once and was playing pretty casually and I
was pretty close to three staring most levels. If I got a two star level I would have only missed three stars by 10-20 seconds
usually.

Overall, this wasn't the game I was looking for from Alawar\/Buka as I wanted more gameplay like The Promised Land. But this
game was still fun overall and I would recommend it as a short and easy but fun puzzle game. If you are looking for a lot more
challenge this may not be the game you are looking for, it is a lot more of a casual puzzler.. Despite using socialist imagery and
words, democracy 3 has continued to fail to provide any decent gameplay for anarchists or anything more libertarian than Stalin
on the left side of the spectrum. The closest you can get to the syndie utopia is full self employment, which is pro-capitalist in
this game because dumbass liberals.. There's no hook in Future Unfolding to keep you intrigued or curious about the game.
Obfuscation of the very few possible interactions that you have with your world is the 'mystique' behind the game's aesthetic.
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There is no gameplay, no story, and no significant score or media to warrant the tag price of the product if purchased as a
standalone ambient audio compilatin.
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So So,
not good not bad...
Normal...almost default Scenery include some buildings....Hmm....
Dont's Waste your money....if your want amazing place like Kastellorizo..etc.
but Default Steamboast Springs......is so simple...so, if you need some buildings around Airfield...
then..This DLC some ....deco feeling..... Finally, this great game did return from the dead.

If you are a fan of Battlezone , try this.

You have great game about a powerful Hover Tank,
fight on different planets and RTS elements like teleport in supporting troops and take outposts.. Awesome Game! Took a bit of
a chance on that one but it was definitely worth it!. Donut country was awesome. Good one-sitting "experience", don't go in
expecting puzzles. Play it.. I would have preferred this game to be either a visual novel or allow you to connect the story together
through small flashbacks through out the entire game.....where you actually get to play the character. You aren't really allowed to
explore much, the game corrals you to a few areas that you can go....so it's kind of hard to get lost.......and then....about 2 thirds
of the game....is a long sappy story that takes forever to get through.

I'm ALL for visual novels, story rich games, wordy games, etc....but you don't really....CARE about any of these characters. At
least I didn't, because you only start to learn them when you get trapped in a flood of repetitive story.

The most exciting part of this game was trying to hide from a few guards field of vision....It's not very "scary"....It's somewhat
predictable, there are other games out there with a very similar story line. The effects are kind of cool considering its a RPG
maker, classic style game...however this was very much a waste of time. I'm sorry

To those of you that liked this game, good for you -- and good for the creator, because they need your encouragement to keep
making games....

I think whoever made this game has potential---but I would consider this an experimental piece to show off scenes from.
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